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Summary
Recent progress in understanding breast cancer has
come from identifying the various different molecular
subgroups that exist within this heterogeneous disease.
The authors in this Nature paper studied the genomic
and transcriptional alterations that exist in two large
series of breast cancers from UK and Canada tumour
banks that had prolonged clinical follow-up, using one set
as a discovery cohort (n=997) which was then tested in
a second independent validation cohort (n=995).1 Their
unsupervised analysis of DNA-RNA profiles in the breast
cancer genome specifically looked at copy number
alterations (CNAs) which are a frequent acquisition in
somatic breast cancers, in addition to loss of gene
expression transcripts that may indicate gene deletions,
somatic mutations or gene silencing by methylation.
Using this approach, the authors identified ten subgroups
with different and distinct clinical outcomes which were
then validated in the second cohort. They discovered at
least two novel subgroups. One was a high risk ER+
group with amplification of the 11q 13/14 cis-activating
region which may contain some known amplicons that
code for driver genes such as CCND1, as well as others
such as EMSY, PAK1 and RSF1. Another subgroup with an
excellent prognosis was marked by a paucity of CNAs,
but had a strong immune/inflammatory signature with
trans-acting deletion hotspots associated with a
lymphocytic infiltrate and mature T lymphocytes with
rearranged TCR loci. Yet another group of the so-called
basal cancers harboured chromosome 5 deletions that
were associated with alterations in the transcriptional
control of cell cycle regulation and genomic/chromosomal
instability that promote aneuploidy.

Opinion
This study by Curtis et al. provides a framework for
understanding how gene copy number affects gene
expression in breast cancer, and identifies subgroups that
warrant further investigation of the key driver mutations/
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deletions that may be clinically relevant.1 The caveat to the
latter aspect is that these patients were diagnosed many
years ago and received relatively uniform ‘one-size fits all’
approach to therapy, namely no adjuvant chemotherapy if
ER+ and lymph node negative, no trastuzumab for HER2+
tumours, and chemotherapy if node positive. As such, this
type of genomic data can only provide information on
prognosis, and not the predictive benefit of individual
systemic cytotoxic, endocrine or biological therapies which
is how we need to use genomic information for breast
cancer decision-making in the future. However, attempts to
do this are starting to be published, including the Nature
paper by Ellis et al. which relates whole genome analysis in
ER+ tumours to response/resistance to endocrine therapy
with aromatase inhibitors.2 In addition to the discovery of
different subgroups that may or may not respond to
therapy, this applied genomic analysis moves us towards
mapping out cellular pathways that are linked to tumour
biology and response to therapy, and may identify potential
candidate targets that could be ‘druggable’ within a
therapeutic discovery programme.
Breast cancer cells are smart and evolve all the time,
stacking up mutations in subclones of cells to circumvent
the host and the drugs that we devise to combat the
disease.The science of breast cancer is astounding, but ‘little
by little’ modern cancer genomics is starting to unravel its
heterogeneity together with its complexity.
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